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This composition portfolio consists of four pieces written in 2007-0& and they are: 
Acoustic Fragments I and II, Das Parfume, and Eldamar. The first two pieces 
were composed between late-2007 and early-2008, the period in which I was 
strongly fascinated by the music of minimalism and serialism. It was this 
influence that led me to compose Acoustic Fragments. In these two pieces, 
shadows of minimalism and serialism can be heard. Two other pieces. Das 
Parfume and Eldamar, were both inspired by literature: Patrick Suskind's novel 
under the same name and Tolkien's fiction Middle-earth. Below are the program 
notes of my portfolio: 
Acoustic Fragments is a combinatorial piece consisting of twelve individual 
pieces for different instruments. All of these twelve 'fragments' use the same 
12-tone series: C D D � B ' ’ G � F D ^ EB A^ GA= but center on different notes. 
Acoustic Fragment I is the first piece of Acoustic Fragments with C as its 
center-note. 
Acoustic Fragment II, written for Soprano, Qin and Live electronics, was 
composed in January 2008. This, piece can be played as an individual work or 
played directly after Acoustic Fragment 1. Acoustic Fragment II leads the same 
12-tone procedures as the previous one. The only difference is that the tone-row 
was partitioned into two halves: the soprano and Qin with CGBAED, and the 
electronic part with: D'* B � G � F E � A \ 
i 
The first draft of Das Parfume was completed in 2007; and it was revised 
significantly in 2008. Written for four flutes and orchestra, the use of four flutes 
imitates the fragrance of the perfume, as well as generates exquisite and rich tone 
color, 
Eldamar was composed in 2008; it is a chamber piece for fourteen instruments. I 
have been inspired by Tolkien's fiction Middle-earth for a long time, especially 
the descriptions of the Eldamar Bay. In Tolkien's fiction, Eldamar is the region of 
Aman east of the Pelori Mountains. To me, Eldamar is a magical world in which 
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Acoustic Fragment I 






Acoustic Fragments is a combinatorial piece consisting of twelve 
individual pieces for different instruments. All of these twelve 
'fragments' use the same twelve-tone series: CDD'’ B � G ‘ F D 这 E 
B A ‘ G A = but centered on different notes. Acoustic Fragment I is the 
first piece of Acoustic Fragments with C as its center-note. 
作品簡介. 
《聲音的碎片》寫於2007年’由十二個爲不同樂器而寫的片 
斷構成。十二個聲音片斷採用同樣的音列：C D D、B、G、F D这E B 
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Acoustic Fragment II 




- 1 5 -
Composer's Note 
1. Qin and Soprano. 
2. Max/Msp, XV3080，Microphones and two high-quality speakers. 
Acoustic Fragment II，written for Soprano, Qin and Electronics, was 
composed om January 2008. It is the second piece in Acoustic 
Fragments, Acoustic Fragments II can be played as an individual 
work or played directly after Acoustic Fragments I. Acoustic 
Fragments II leads the same tonal serials as the previous one. The 
only difference is that the tone-row is partitioned into two halves:the 
soprano and Qin with C G B A E D，and the electronics with: D'，B'， 
G � F E '，A \ 
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Das Parfume 
For Four Flutes and Orchestra 
Wu, Guanqing 
2007-2008 
- 2 5 -
Composer's note 
The first draft of Das Parfume was completed in 2007, and it was 
revised significantly in 2008. Written for four flutes and orchestra, the 
use of four flutes is to capture the fragrance of the perfume, as well as 
create exquisite rich tone color. 




2 Clarinets in Bb 
2 Bassoons 
4 Horns in F 




I: Timpani, Marimba, Glockenspiel,Triangle 
II: Bass Drum, Gong,Vibraphone,Tubular-bells 
III: Tam-tam, Xylophone, Suspended Cymbal 
Harp 
Piano 
12 1st Violins 
10 2nd Violins 
8 Violas 
6 Violoncellos 
4 Double Basses 
Piccolo sounds one octave higher and Glockenspiel sounds two octaves higher 
than written. Basses sound one octave lower. All other instruments are written in 
actual pitch. 
- 2 7 -
ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 
S.P. = sul ponticello 
S.T. = sul tasto 
P.O. = position ordinary 
raised by 1/4 tone 
画并 raised by 3/4 tone 
q lowered by 1/4 tone 
叩 lowered by 3/4 tone 
- 2 8 -
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